
Surveys conducted to investigate what segments of Consumers read which periodicals and/or listen to or watch

radio or Television Programs is termed as

a. Media plan

b. Media Research

c. Media Buying

d. Media Mix

In NCD, D stands for?

a. Decision

b. Directory

c. Direction

d. Declaration

NCD is used for?

a. Radio

b. TV

c. Print

d. Social Media

When was BARC INDIA set up?

a. 2013

b. 1995

c. 2000

d. 2012

ABC stands for?

a. All Broadcast of Circulation

b. Audit Bureau of Circulation

c. Annual Broadcast of Channels

d. All board of Circulation

ABC was established in which country?

a. U.S.

b. China

c. U.K.

d. India

RAM in Media Research stands for?

a. Reach and Analysis of Media

b. Readership and analysis of Media



c. Research and Analysis of Media

d. Research and Analysis of Market

TAM media Research is ‘for’, ‘of’, ‘by’ the _________ industry

a. Radio

b. TV

c. Print

d. Digital Media

In India _________ is a specialized research to measure the readership of Publication among the business and

Professionals and the private and public sections.

a. Businessman’s Readership Survey

b. National Readership Survey

c. Neilson Clear Decision

d. Audience Measurements

The Audience Measurements is also called as

a. Audience Readership

b. Audience Decision

c. Audience Statistics

d. Audience Research

A device called as __________ is attached to the TV set in a Few Thousand viewers houses for judgement

purpose.

a. People’s Meter

b. BAR – O – Meters

c. Laser Meters

d. Diary System

____________ Records the number of people sitting in the room through Heat sensors.

a. People’s Meter

b. BAR – O – Meters

c. Laser Meters

d. Diary System

___________ provides ratings for a specific event of programme

a. TRP Weekly Report

b. TRP Monthly Report

c. TRP Annual Report

d. TRP Special Report



SEC stands for?

a. Socio Economic Classification

b. Social Economic Category

c. Social Education Class

d. Social Employed Class

____________ Scrutinizes processes of Media buying, scheduling, planning, rates across media and compares it

with a benchmark.

a. Media Report

b. Media Audit

c. Media Plan

d. Media Research

It involves determining the best combination of media to achieve the marketing campaign objectives.

It includes radio, TV, print & online advertising endeavors.

It refers to the pattern of advertising timing, represented as plots on a yearly flow chart.

The total number of different households exposed at least once, to a medium during a given period

of time.

It refers to the number of times the receiver is exposed to the media vehicle

The ability of the media to adapt to the changing & specific needs of advertisers.

The choice of media will depend to a large extent upon the size of

They can be classified in terms of age, income, occupation &other variable.

It refers to a pattern of advertising in a media schedule.

Strategy of  running campaign steadily with intermittent increase in advertising at certain intervals.

It is expressed in terms of gross impressions or GRPs

The total size of the audience for a set of ads or an entire campaign.

The possible exposure of the advertising message to one audience member

A Summation of exposures of the target audience to media vehicles in a media plan.

The formulae for GRPs is

It refers to personality & emotionally based behavior that is linked to an individual’s purchase

It combines flighting & continuous scheduling by using a low advertising level all year & heavy advertising

During peak selling periods

Cold creams & under arm deodorants follow.

Consumer durable & non-durables follow

No regular pattern is followed in such scheduling

 _________ is highly negotiable medium when it comes to pricing.



Newspaper / Radio/ Television / Internet

A large amount of _______advertising is for retailers, local businesses and for promotion

Newspaper / magazine/ radio / television

companies are exploring the ___________for communicating their advertising message because of its
several attractive features and advantages.

Television / newspaper/ radio / new media

the advertising industry is passing through  a transition phase with the emergence of the ________
media.

television / online / interactive /information

The ____________is the biggest possible medium and has the quickest and the deepest reach
throughout the globe

web  / TV / radio / outdoor

____________advertising affords the marketer the ability to engage the consumer in a direct and
personal way.

Interactive/ contextual / traditional / website

____________advertising is a type of online advertising commonly used for content based websites.

interactive / contextual / traditional / corporate

vehicle dealing with particular areas of interest, such as sports, hobbies or finance are the ones most
likely to have lifestyle and product -usage data in addition to __________profile.

media / demographic / audience / brand

with ___________there is a rise in metrics like cost per like and cost per fan.

social media /digital media/ broadcast media/ print media

_____________ is now a significant part of every global corporation marketing arsenal.

internet/ web/ mobile / e-marketing



_____________ costumers can themselves become publishers ,choosing  to share what they have
received with their social networks.

Publish -subscribes / instant sharing /Multi - model viewing  /mobile invertising

The more media vehicles used with lots of different programs with more messages leaves the
consumers in a ___________

Fragmentation / isolation / composition/clutter

. one of the following is not strength of magazines

shelf-life / quality reproduction /inherent design flexibilty / Deadline flexibility

Radio is often referred to as _________________

The theature of the Absurd / Mindful theature / The theature of the mind / Surround
sound

In general, newspaper offer __________ as a media choice.

Low selectivity/high selectivity /low impact / average impact

Interactive media can be best described as ____________

customized marketing message / marketing communications mix / Marketing mix / media that
allows two way message between company and consumer.

Extensive local penetration and coverage is indicative of __________

Magazines /Newspapers/ online advertising / social media

which of the following is not strength of the television medium?

cost efficent medium for reach/ high initial production cost / high impact and dynamic medium/
High reach medium

Place-based media occur in which venues?

scaffolding wraps /spectaculars /Transport/ outdoor billboard

one weakness in using out-of home media is ___________



Relatively low cost /difficult to measure and control / delivers excellent reach/ Demographic Flexibilty

which medium is often referred to as a junk mail?

Direct mail /Television /Newspaper inserts /Yellow pages

RADIO supports media planning as a part of ___________

integrated media solution /Vehicle / Does not support / Channel

Name the major types of advertising found in newspaper

Banner / display / classified / Forums

Print advertising is sometimes called ____________

Business Advertising / Press Advertising / Electronic Advertising / Media Advertising

Identify one reason media choices have become more difficult in recent years

Internet is used more frequently than any other medium / Segmentation / satellite radio has come on
the scene / Newspaper now use colour

which of the following is an advantage of using direct mail as a media vehicle?

combines sight, sound and movement / larger than life/ social dominance / highly personal

______refers to a method for scheduling media in which the airwaves (both cable and network TV
Channels) are flooded to make it virtually impossible to miss the ads.

blinking / flighting / pulsing / bursting

The demerits of magazine advertising are _______

selectivity / loyalty and prestige /inflexibility /visual display

The merits of radio advertising are ______

human touch/Not mass coverage/not selectivity/group coverage



Another name for a company’s marketing communication mix is:

a. The advertising program.
b. The sales force .
c. The image mix.
d. The promotion mix

If a company wants to build a good “corporate image” it will probably use which of the following
marketing communication mix tools?

a. personal selling
b. public relations
c. direct marketing
d. sales promotion

The --------is the specific mix of advertising , personal selling, sales promotion, public relation, and
direct marketing tools that the company uses to pursue its advertising and marketing objectives.

a. Value mix
b. Integrated dealer mix
c. Marketing communication mix
d. Marketing control mix

The ---- ---approach uses fewer media categories and greater spending for catergory .

a. Media concentration approach
b. Visual approach
 c. contact approach
d. none of the above

Media planner choose a ----approach when they use multiple media categories such as aa
combination of television radio newspaper and the internet.

             a. media concentration approach

            b. media dispersion approach

           c. media advertising

d .media integrated approach

If  a company  wants to build a good “corporate image “ it will probably use which of the following
marketing communication mix tools?



         a. advertising

        b. public relations

        c. direct marketing

         d. sales promotion

For many years mass media advertising was king among promotion variables. Today , this form of
advertising appears to be giving way to:

        a. product differentiation

       b. other elements of the promotion mix.

       c. non manipulative variables.

       d. a move away from promotion.

The final stage of the IMC planning model is------.

     a. product

    b. price.

   c. promotion .

   d. none of the above.

Advertising is intended to --------- and ----------.

    a. persuade and inform

   b. awareness and inform.

  c. persuade and awareness.

  d. inform and creativity.

it is advisable to use ---- as a source of advertising.

a. social media

b. Email

c. radio

d. television



To introduce the new products to world of consumers is the main goal of

a. entertainment

b. advertising

c. boost the sales

d. online marketing

which of these media is not used  for advertisement ?

  a. newspapers

  b. magazines

  c. billboards

 d. notebooks

The final stage of the IMC  panning model is.---------.

  a. budget determination .

b. the development of the media strategy.

c. analysis of communication process.

d. monitoring ,evaluation and control.

. The specific items in a TV programme budget are called

a. essentials

b. circular items

c. line items.

d. Recurring items.

word of mouth marketing is passing of the  information from person to person by --------
communication.

a. oral

b. written

c. visual

d.non verbal



viral marketing occurs when consumers pass on or recommend -------to others

a. product

b. company

c. websites

d. none of the above.

Interactive marketing is not synonymous with online marketing, although interactive marketing
processes are faciliated by ----------.

a. internet  technology

b. mobile marketing

c. corporate image

d. telemarketing.

A brand using the medium of cinema to promote its message in --------advertising.

a. film

b. ambient

c. transit

d. point of purchase

communication processes in which sales associates help customers satisfy their needs through -------
exchanges of information.

a. face to face communication

b. written communication

c. oral communication

 d. none of the above

the best place and time to reach a person in the target market group is -----------.

a. aperture



b. ambient

c. media planner

d. advertising

________________ refers to collecting user information and using it to market or remarket to them
later by using direct mail or email.

(Remarketing, Retargeting, Email advertising,  Internet marketing)

_________________   is used to describe shopping cart abandonment email campaigns, upsells/cross
sell emails and lifecycle marketing emails.

(Remarketing, Retargeting, Email advertising,  Internet marketing)

Retargetinguses display advertisements as the _______________ medium.
(primary, secondary, tertiary,  digital)

WAP stands for ______________________.
(Wireless Application Protocol, Wireless Accessory Protocol, Wired Application Program,
Wired Accessory Program)

An _____ designed for one type of device or operating system will not work on another.
      (App, Accessory, Access, Algorithm)

_________________ is a type of advertising that is located on websites which contains items such as
texts, images, flash, video and audio.

(Display advertising, Mobile Advertising, Internet Advertising, Media Sharing)

________________ allows you to upload and share various media such as pictures, audio and video.
(Uploading, Downloading, Media Sharing, Social Networking)

First page rankings and good content are typically the biggest drivers of _______________.
(Earned media, Owned media, Paid media, Social media)

Social Media sites like Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn offer advertising that could potentially help
boost your content as well as your website is an example of ______________.

(Earned media, Owned media, Paid media, Digital media)
. _______________ helps to gain more exposure for your content is to pay influencers to tweet or
share your links, impacting the reach and recognition your pieces receive.

(Paid media,Earned media, Owned media, Digital media)
Earned media is the equivalent of online ____________ and is the vehicle that drives traffic,
engagement and sentiment around a brand.



(referral advertising, word of mouth, publicity, retargeting)

A _____________ placement on the site typically interrupt the user’s path and forces them to see
your advertisement.

(Premium, Luxury, Direct, Programmatic)

_____________bidding refers to the buying and selling of online ad impressions through real-time
auctions that occur in the time it takes a webpage to load.

(Real time, Virtual, Recorded, Augmented)

Advertiser pays the publisher a percentage of the sale that was created by a customer who was
referred by the publisher is known as ____________.
(Cost per action, Cost-per-sale, Cost-per-action, Pay-per-call)

An ______________ is an intermediary between publishers and merchants affiliate marketing
program.

(Affiliate network, Social Network, Relationship Network, Professional Network)
Web properties are a part of

a. owned media

b. paid media

c. both owned and paid media

d. earned media

Premium placement

a.does not interrupt users path

b. are run through pragmatic offering

c. interruptdsusers path

d. are advertisements which are verty cheap

Clickbank and adfuncky are examples of

a.non affiliate network

b. open network

c. affiliate network

d. earned and paid media

CPA stands for

a. cost per advertisement

b. cost per average

c. click per advertisement

d. cost per action



Real time bidding is

a. real time auction

b. bidding in real

c. selling of an advertisement

d. buying of an advertisement

Pay per click is a part of

a. non –paid media

b. paid media

c. owned media

d. earned media

Examples of social media platforms include:

a. adfuncky and amazon

b. blogger and wordpress

c. Facebook,twitter, Linkedin

d. Netflix and hotstar

One of the following pay-per-click network is

a. 10search.com

b. 9search.com

c. 6search.com

d. 7search.com

______is an example of a marketplace

a. clickbank

b. Non-click bank

c. pay per click

d. cost per click

PPC stands for

a. Price per click

b. Pay per click

c. Pay per category

d. Price per catalogue

The following is an advertisement size

a. 600 X 70

b. 750 X 30

c. 300 X 250



d. 150 X 450

IAB stands for

a. Indian advertising bureau

b. Instituition of advertising bureau

c. International advertising bureau

d. Interactive advertising bureau

IO (insertion order) is sent to the

a. publisher

b. media buyer

c. accountant

d. media planner

Adfuncky was founded in

a. 2007

b. 2008

c. 2006

d. 2004

Social media tools used for advertisement generation include

a. earned media

b. paid media

c. owned media

d. earned and paid media

A media is when customers, the press and the public share content, speak about brand via

word of mouth, and otherwise discuss brand is termed

a. Earned Media

b. Owned Media

c. Paid Media

d. Direct Buys

A media is where it is paid to leverage a third-party channel, such as sponsorships and advertising on third-party

sites.

a. Owned Media

b. Paid Media

c. Direct Buys

d. Earned Media



A media where there is leveraging a channel which is created and controlled through company blog, YouTube

channel, own website or even own Facebook page.

a. Owned Media

b. Paid Media

c. Earned Media

d. Direct Buys

It is the process of finding the right publisher, negotiating the price, buying inventory, and finally serving the ad on

the chosen website.

a. Direct Digital Ad Buying

b. Programmatic Buying

c. Supply-side platforms (SSP)

d. Demand-side platforms (SSP)

The process of buying ads via a real-time bidding auction, where advertisers place bids simultaneously and the

highest bidder takes the inventory slot and is automated and occurs with minimum intervention of a media buyer.

a. Direct Digital Ad Buying

b. Programmatic Buying

c. Direct Campaign

d. Ad networking

It is an advertiser's tool that allows them to set up advertising campaigns and automatically buy ads from multiple

publishers in real-time.

a. Supply-side platforms (SSP)

b. Demand-side platforms (SSP)

c. Direct Buys

d. Ad networking

Online advertising pricing model where the advertiser pays for each specified action such as an impression, click,

form submit (e.g., contact request, newsletter sign up, registration etc.), double opt-in or sale.

a. Cost per action (CPA)

b. Pay-per-lead (PPL)/pay-per-action (PPA)

c. Pay-per-install (PPI)

d. Pay-per-call

Online advertising pricing model where advertiser pays the publisher a percentage of the order amount (sale) that

was created by a customer who was referred by the publisher

a. Cost per action (CPA)

b. Pay-per-lead (PPL)/pay-per-action (PPA)



c. Pay-per-sale (PPS)

d. Pay-per-click (PPC)

Online advertising pricing model where advertiser pays publisher a commission every time a visitor clicks on the

advertiser's ad.

a. Pay-per-click (PPC)

b. Cost per action (CPA)

c. Pay-per-install (PPI)

d. Pay-per-call

A publisher providing marketers with trusted content and an engaging platform that can connect to the right

audience at the right place and at the right time.

a. Premium publisher

b. Ad network

c. Ad exchange

d. Demand-Side Platform (DSP)

These are online marketplaces where both supply and demand partners can buy and sell inventory directly,

without involving any intermediary.

a. Premium publisher

b. Ad network

c. Ad exchange

d. Supply-Side Platform (SSP)

A medium which allows website publishers to more easily find and participate in affiliate programs which are

suitable for their website and allows websites offering affiliate programs to reach a larger audience by promoting

their affiliate programs to all of the publishers participating in the affiliate network.

a. Ad network

b. Ad exchange

c. Affiliate Network

d. Premium publisher

193. Digital media have given new level of precision and relevance and create the potential for deep
customer engagement and they are

A) Advertisers
B) Media planner
C) Media Buyer

Search engine optimisation is a methodology of_______

D) Strategies



E) Techniques
F) Tactics

Which are the most common terms used to refer to SPM activities

A) PPC
B) CPC
C) None of the above
D) Both A and B

The open rate is calculated by ________ the total number of emails sent by the number of unique
email opens.

        A) Dividing

        B) Multiplying

       C) Adding

       D) Subtracting

pay per click is also known as ________

        A) CPC

       B) CPM

       C) paid Search Advertising

. In email marketing cost per thousand is a price for sending _____email messages.

       A) 10000

      B) 5000

      C) 10,000

for digital planner a minimum of _______  year experience is preferred.

     A) One

     B) Two

     C) Three



In which video advertising format ads run simultaneously with the video content usually in the form of
an interactive banner ad.

     A) Overlay

     B) linear video Ads

     C) Companion

______  is known for being a site when many professionals have profiles related to their careers.

   A) Linked in

   B) Facebook

   C) Twitter

_____ is the type of targeting where users are active at a particular time of day or day of week.

    A) Day parting

   B) Retargeting

   C) Beahvioural

_______ rate can be negotiated in contract with an ESP.

  A) CPM

  B) CPC

  C) CPT

 D) CPA


